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Abstract—The wide deployment of machine learning (ML)
models and service APIs exposes the sensitive training data
to untrusted and unknown parties, such as end-users and
corporations. It is important to preserve data privacy in the
released ML models. An essential issue with today’s privacypreserving ML platforms is a lack of concern on the tradeoff
between data privacy and model utility: a private datablock
can only be accessed a finite number of times as each access is
privacy-leaking. However, it has never been interrogated whether
such privacy leaked in the training brings good utility. We
propose a differentially-private access control mechanism on the
ML platform to assign datablocks to queries. Each datablock
arrives at the platform with a privacy budget, which would be
consumed at each query access. We aim to make the most use
of the data under the privacy budget constraints. In practice,
both datablocks and queries arrive continuously so that each
access decision has to be made without knowledge about the
future. Hence we propose online algorithms with a worst-case
performance guarantee. Experiments on a variety of settings
show our privacy budgeting scheme yields high utility on ML
platforms.
Index Terms—Differential privacy, online algorithm, machine
learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fed with abundant data, today’s machine learning services
have been widely deployed, in areas such as auto-driving,
objective detection, machine translation, product recommendation, and others. Recently, the privacy leakage of these services
has raised extensive concerns — it has been found the trained
machine learning models, being directly or indirectly accessed,
reveal an unexpected amount of information of the training
data. A disease prediction model may reveal if your medical
records have participated its training. Your facial profile may
be reconstructed by inverting a face recognition engine.
To protect sensitive training data, differential privacy [1] is
adopted as a conventional approach, and has been integrated as
a built-in feature on various machine learning platforms such
as TensorFlow Privacy [2], PySyft [3]. By introducing controlled randomness to the training data, or the training process,
differential privacy mechanisms [4] guarantee the resulting
models or prediction outcomes to be privacy-preserving, i.e.,
given the output, it is indistinguishable to tell which input
distribution that the output comes from.
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Although privacy mechanisms are implanted to ML platforms [5], they are at the primitive stage: they rarely deal
with growing data, and hardly take utility into account by
design. Conventional privacy-preserving mechanisms [6], [7]
are mainly proposed on static datasets, of which the privacy
budget quickly drains with each privacy-leaking access. Sage
[8] avoids the problem by accounting the privacy loss on each
datablock, rather than on the entire dataset. The privacy budget
never runs out on the growing dataset as each new datablock
arrives with a fresh privacy budget. However, it remains a
question whether the privacy budget is well-spent. Since each
private datablock restricts the number of accesses, privacy
budgets are valuable resources to be carefully allocated.
We devise a new access control mechanism on ML platforms to inspect the assignment of datablocks to queries.
Rather than accounting the privacy loss in a posterior way, we
budget the privacy to generate the most utility. Considering
that we have multiple training models on the platform, a
datablock may produce a highly accurate result on one but
hardly improves the accuracy of another. With datablocks’
privacy budget as constraints, we formulate the problem as an
optimization one that seeks an assignment to maximize utility.
The proposed mechanism prevents a private datablock from
serving queries which it brings marginal benefit to. However,
the approach faces two difficulties: the value of a datablock to
a query cannot be known in prior, and such a value is privacyleaking. What’s worse, with datablocks and queries arriving
continuously, an optimal decision can hardly be made without
any foresight.
To resolve the first issue, we propose the concept of dataquery significance to describe the value of a datablock to
a query. We found that it is not the computation of the
significance value, but the comparison of such values is
privacy-leaking: it would harm the privacy of a datablock if
the block is known to be important to a particular query.
Hence we introduce a differentially-private filtering scheme
to select datablocks with high significance. Essentially, we
sacrifice a small portion of the privacy budget to understand
the datablocks, and to make wise use of the privacy budget.
For the second issue, we propose online algorithms with a
provable performance guarantee for our assignment problem.
Note that our problem resembles, but is unique to the multiple
knapsack problem. As queries arrive in an online fashion, they
first obtain their data-query significance at some mild privacy
cost. Our online algorithms admit a query to access a datablock
only if its significance surpasses a threshold. If queries require

more than a datablock could afford, we make a compromise
to allow a datablock to partially fulfill the query rather than
turning it down. We have provided proofs for the competitive
ratios that our online algorithms achieve.
Highlights of our contribution are as follows. First, we introduce an access control mechanism for the privacy-preserving
ML platforms: it monitors the consumption of the privacy
budget of each datablock, and assigns datablocks to queries to
yield high utility. Second, we propose a differentially-private
filtering scheme to select queries with high data-query significance, providing insight for assignment. Third, in the case
where datablocks and queries arrive continuously, we give two
online algorithms with the worst-case performance guaranteed.
Experimental results on the ML platforms show our access
control mechanism brings notable utility improvement under
the same privacy budget constraint.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our work is mainly related to the following literature.

B. Utility-Aware Privacy Budgeting
Our work is not the only one that tries to distribute the
limited privacy budget with the consideration of utility. Cuppens et al. [13] consider the contextual risk evaluation for
queries to distribute the budget. Xiang et al. [14] formulate
the differentially-private SGD as a privacy-constrained optimization problem to seek an optimized noise distribution w.r.t.
the model utility. To reduce the impact of randomized noise,
Kellaris et al. [15] propose to treat similar data as one object,
and group a set of privacy budgets for this object so that less
noise is added to the data for guaranteeing the same level
of differential privacy. But this similarity measurement only
works on sparse datasets where most data is similar. For highly
heterogeneous data, their measure may not work well. Our idea
shares the same spirit with [15] in comparing the data quality
but is widely applicable to data of any distribution.
III. P RELIMINARIES
We introduce some background for a better understanding
of the paper.

A. Differential Privacy for Growing Databases

A. Differential Privacy and Composition

Streaming differential privacy [9], [10] extends the privacypreserving target from static databases to growing ones. The
database is a stream where the datablocks arrive and leave at
all times. Each datablock can only be used once. We consider
it is wasteful of datablocks in most cases, particularly in
machine learning, as a datablock could be repeatedly queried
for training. Thus the privacy accounting for streaming data
does not fit our scenario. [11] studies a specific class of
problem, running predicate sums, based on the notions of
decayed data and privacy expiration, whose situation is more
similar to ours while still limited by the setting of streaming
data.
Differential privacy for growing databases [12] transforms
private and accurate algorithms for static databases to private
and accurate algorithms for dynamically growing databases.
However, their technique suits better to cases where a static
database could have been used, but is not designed for an
inherently dynamic database. Real-world machine learning
algorithms typically run on growing databases and thus may
not be a good target for deploying their technique. Moreover,
databases facing the issue of running out of the privacy budget
renders the technique impractical.
Sage [8] proposes a block composition scheme to resolve
the issue of draining the privacy budget. The new privacy
loss accounting method leverages the growing database regime
to keep training models endlessly on a sensitive data stream.
However, its access control module lacks an understanding of
the datablocks and merely assigns datablocks to queries as if
they are specifically asked for. In practice, a query rarely asks
for a specific training datablock, due to a lack of understanding
of them. Besides, a random selection of datablocks to answer
queries would incur low utilization of data. In our work,
we propose a differentially-private mechanism on growing
datasets for training ML models, by taking utility into account.

Differential privacy is proposed to constrain an attacker’s
capability to gain additional knowledge about a particular data
record despite that it is in the dataset or not [1]. The privacy
guarantee is expressed by the logarithmic distance between
the posterior probability distributions of two adjacent inputs
given the outputs. Adjacent inputs are two datasets differed by
one unit of distance. Different metrics of the distance can be
used, which leads to different variants of differential privacy.
We use  to define the upper bound of the distribution distance
and δ to denote the residual probability. Formally, we have
Definition 1 ((, δ)-Differential Privacy). A randomized mechanism M : D → R with input domian D and output domain
R satisfies (, δ)-differential privacy ( > 0, δ ∈ [0, 1)) if for
any two neighboring inputs D, D0 ∈ D and any subset of
output S ⊂ R it holds that:
Pr[M(D) ∈ S] ≤ e Pr[M(D0 ) ∈ S] + δ.

(1)

By restricting δ = 0, we have -differential privacy satisfied.
It is obvious that the smaller , δ are, the higher level of privacy
guaranteed.
Generally, differential privacy can be achieved by adding
randomized noise. For example, let f : D → R be a deterministic real-valued function. We also define the l1 -sensitivity of
f as the maximum l1 -norm distance over all pairs of adjacent
datasets: Sf = max kf (D) − f (D0 )k1 (D, D0 is a pair of
adjacent datasets). -differentially private mechanism M can
be achieved by adding randomized Laplace noise scaled by
Sf :
M(D) , f (D) + Lap(Sf /),
(2)
Apart from Laplace noise, noise drawn from Gaussian or other
distributions can also fulfill differential privacy guarantees.
In differential privacy mechanisms, when the same dataset is
revisited, its privacy gets leaked more than the case of one-time

visit. Composition theorem of differential privacy depicts how
privacy decays with the number of times visiting the dataset.
The most fundamental one is the sequential composition
theorem [4].
Theorem 1 (Basic Composition). If mechanism Mi satisfies
(i , δi )-differential privacy for any i ∈ [k],
the
Pthen
Pkcompok
sition of all these mechanisms satisfies ( i=1 i , i=1 δi )differential privacy.
Parallel composition is adopted when differential privacy
is applied to partial instead of the entire dataset. Assuming
we partition the dataset into disjoint datablocks, and apply
differential privacy mechanisms per block, we have:
Theorem 2 (Parallel Composition). If the release of datablock
i satifies (i , δi )-differential privacy, the entire dataset is
(maxi i , maxi δi )-differentially private.
B. Online Algorithms
Without having the entire input available from the start,
an online algorithm processes the input piece-by-piece in a
serial fashion. In contrast, an offline algorithm is given the
whole input from the beginning. Taking the classic knapsack
problem as an example, we aim to pick the items with the
highest total values given limited capacity of the knapsack. In
the offline situation, since we know all the items before making
decisions, the solution is deterministic. In the online setting,
only the items coming in by the time of decision-making are
available, and hence it is more difficult to make a decision
without the foresight into the future. Note that all decisions
are irrevocable.
From the descriptions above, the offline algorithm yields
the optimal solution to a problem while the online algorithm
remains suboptimal. It is a convention to use competitive ratio
to describe the gap between the two algorithms. The closer the
gap, the better the online algorithm is. Formally, we define
Definition 2 (Competitive Ratio). For any input sequence σ,
OP T (σ) is the optimal solution for σ in the offline situation,
and ALG(σ) represents the result of the online algorithm
ALG for σ. The highest ratio of OP T (σ) versus ALG(σ)
among all possible σs is the competitive ratio of ALG.
OP T (σ)
.
(3)
σ ALG(σ)
The goal of designing any online algorithm is to obtain the
smallest CR possible, representing the return in expectation is
closest to the offine case.
CR = max

Fig. 1: Privacy-preserving machine learning pipeline.

IV. A RCHITECTURE AND F ORMULATION
In this section, we first introduce the concept of privacy
budget and the privacy-preserving machine learning pipeline.
Then we formulate the problem of datablock access control
w.r.t. the privacy budget. The objective is to make the most
use of datablocks under their privacy constraints.
A. Privacy-Preserving ML Pipeline
Real-world machine learning services often deal with growing databases. Different from static databases, the input data
are generated in real time and fed to the ML pipeline. Growing
databases are not streaming data either, since the streaming
data comes and goes in a real-time fashion but growing data
would stay until getting retired for use. We consider the
private incoming data arrive block-by-block, and each block
is associated with a privacy budget. The privacy budget is
spent with each access to the block and when the privacy
budget drains away, the datablock retires and cannot be used
any more. The privacy budget can be gauged by the following
privacy loss, and gets deducted each time that a query accesses
the datablock.
Definition 3 (Privacy Loss). For any output o, mechansim M
and a pair of adjacent datasets D, D0 , the privacy loss of o
is
Pr[M(D) = o]
.
(4)
Loss(o) , ln
Pr[M(D0 ) = o]
It is obvious by definition that the privacy loss is upper
bounded by  for -differentially private M. Hence the privacy
budget of each datablock gets deducted at each differentiallyprivate access from the query. Correspondingly, each query has
a privacy cost indicating how much budget it would spend. A
datablock cannot be used any more when its budget drains
out, as further access would violate its privacy.
As shown in Fig. 1, the privacy-preserving ML pipeline
consists of three components — data access control, training
and validation. Private incoming datablock first goes into the
access control section, which audits the privacy budget of each
datablock and restricts each query’s access to the datablock.
Only the datablock obtaining the warrant can enter the next
section. In training section, ML models are trained on the
datablocks and then sent to the validation section. At this stage,
if the validation result on the public data meets the demand,
the model gets released. Otherwise, the model is sent back
to the training section for further training until meeting the
performance criteria. We assume the validation data is given
in advance rather than chosen from the growing database.
Taking Fig. 1 as an example, datablocks continuously flow
into the database, where block D1 , D2 , D3 are already in the
pool. We assume the privacy budget for the entire database is
g . By parallel composition, we know each datablock’s privacy
budget is capped by g . The shaded area of each datablock
represents consumed budget with query accesses. When the
entire area of the block gets dark, the block gets retired.
Any sequential composition theorem like basic composition

in Thm. 1 can be used for accounting the privacy loss for
each single datablock.
B. Problem Formulation
In practice, in the architecture of Fig. 1, there are often
multiple training pipelines contending for datablocks at the
same time. The privacy of each datablock is a valuable
resource that needs to be carefully arranged for better serving
queries. For example, repeated queries to a datablock which
is not that useful may drain out its privacy for nothing. Unfortunately, a query does not really understand the datablocks
since they are mostly private, and thus it leaves to the platform
to assign suitable datablocks to queries. We formulate the
problem of datablock access control w.r.t. privacy budget as
an optimization problem. The objective is to assign suitable
datablocks to queries such that the privacy budget is well-spent
to generate the highest values.
We introduce the concept of data-query significance to
describe the value of a datablock to a query. We use pij to
represent the importance of datablock Di to query Qj . Or in
other word if Qj is meant for serving some model, pij denotes
the significance of Di to the model. This value can be obtained
by prior knowledge about the dataset. For instance, for a timesensitive dataset, if the incoming datablock is outdated or not
recent, a lower pij value can be assigned than those up-to-date
data. In the case without any prior knowledge, we can simply
adopt the change in the validation accuracy to determine the
significance of the training datablock. The larger performance
boost it brings to the model, the more significant the datablock
is.
Based on the data-query significance, we formulate the
datablock assignment problem as an optimization one. We aim
to choose the most suitable datablocks to maximize the overall
significance for all queries, i.e., the utility of all datablocks
upon its release. Assuming that there are m datablocks and n
queries, the overall problem is:
Z = max
xij

s.t.

m X
n
X

pij xij ,

j=1
m
X

In this section, we seek the solution to problem (5) in an
ideal case where all datablocks and queries are known in
advance. Problem (5) is a 0-1 integer programming problem
which can be traditionally solved by Branch and Bound
algorithm [16]. The idea is to form all candidate solutions
as a rooted tree and check the branch against an estimated
bound to decide whether to discard it before enumerating the
solutions.
In our integer programming problem, we use a binary
decision tree to represent possible solutions. Each level represents an assignment variable which appends to the nodes
in the level above. The left branch represents a value 1 is
chosen, and the right branch denotes a value 0 is chosen
for the current assignment variable. Instead of traversing all
nodes, we prune the tree based on whether a node violates
constraints or whether a node potentially leads to the optimal
solution. We track the maximum objective value found so far.
If the upper bound of a node does not exceed the recorded
maximum objective value, then the branches of this node have
no potential and can be eliminated. Thus the search space
reduces.
To obtain the upper bound for a specific node, we introduce
the Lagrangian relaxation of Z in problem (5) as follows:
Z(λ) = max
xij

= max
xij

s.t.

m X
n
X
i=1 j=1

xij ≤ cj , j ∈ J = {1, 2, ..., n}

i=1

xij ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ I, j ∈ J.
xij is the assignment variable such that xij = 1 if Di
serves Qj and xij = 0 otherwise. Datablock Di has a total
privacy budget gi , and query Qj would consume j out of
the budget at each access. Moreover, to restrain a query from
consuming too much privacy budget, we incorporate a variable
cj to denote the maximum number of datablocks that Qj can
access, which, implicitly imposes fairness across all queries.
The second constraint denotes the access limit per query.

n
X

m
X
λj (
xij − cj )

j=1

i=1 j=1
n
X

i=1

j=1

(6)

j xij ≤ gi , i ∈ I

j=1

xij ∈ 0, 1, i ∈ I, j ∈ J,
for any positive multipliers λ = {λ1 , λ2 , ..., λn }. Note that
Z(λ) is an upper bound of Z and can be easily partitioned
into m sub-problems, each for i ∈ I:
xij

(5)

pij xij −

n
n
m X
X
X
(pij − λj )xij +
λj cj

max

i=1 j=1
n
X

j xij ≤ gi , i ∈ I = {1, 2, ..., m}
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s.t.

n
X
j=1
n
X

pij xij − λj xij
j xij ≤ gi

(7)

j=1

xij ∈ 0, 1, j ∈ J.
A branch-and-bound algorithm of a much smaller scale can
be adopted to solve each sub-problem. And then we perform
the dual ascent algorithm [17] to maximize problem (6) by
repeatedly adjusting the multipliers. If the upper bound of a
node exceeds the maximum value obtained so far, we furtherly
check the branches of the node to see if they would replace
the current maximum one.
The initial solution has a key role in the efficiency of solving
the problem. In practice, we pick blocks with top cj data-query
significance to start with and find the heuristic is efficient in
obtaining the optimal solutions.

Advanced composition: In Eqn. (5), advanced composition
can replace basic composition to calculate the privacy budget
for a tighter bound. In that case, we relax -differential privacy
to (, δ)-differential privacy and the problem has a similar form
to Eqn. (5) but only replaces the sum of j xij with a tighter
one as in Thm. 3.5 of [18], and adds additional constraints on
δ̃i such that δ̃i ≤ δgi , i ∈ I. We can still apply branch-andbound algorithm with Lagrangian relaxation to find an offline
solution.

In a nutshell, our goal is to trade the privacy cost of
comparison for better use of datablocks, and design an online
algorithm with the smallest CR possible as Section III-B
describes. The key idea is to calculate the significance-privacy
ratio for each query and compare it with a threshold in a
differentially-private way. As each comparison would consume
the privacy budget of a datablock, one has to take it into
account in calculating the total privacy loss. In the following,
we first introduce a differentially-private comparison scheme
for our problem, and then describe an online algorithm with
the smallest CR under some assumptions. Finally, we extend
our algorithm to a more general case.

A. An Online Budgeting Algorithm
Naively, to make the most use of the privacy budget, one
should check the ratio between data-query significance and
Fig. 2: Privacy accounting for datablocks and queries arriving privacy cost of each query, and pick the queries with top
ratios to fulfill. However, the naive method consumes too
continuously.
much privacy. Instead, we design a filtering mechanism to
select queries with such a ratio surpassing a given threshold.
The threshold is defined as a function of the consumed
VI. P RIVACY B UDGETING FOR G ROWING DATABASES
In this section, we discuss the real-world cases where both proportion of the privacy budget in the datablock. The intuition
datablocks and queries go to the ML platform in an online is that when more privacy budget is consumed, the datablock
fashion. Datablocks are associated with privacy budgets and becomes stricter at picking which query to answer.
As data-query significance reveals the importance of a
queries have corresponding privacy costs. We aim to design
datablock to a query, the comparison with a given threshold
a privacy budget scheduler to assign datablocks to queries to
would leak privacy. Hence we adopt a variant of the Abovemake the most use out of the datablocks. Typically the decision
Threshold algorithm in [4] to calculate the privacy loss for
has to be made irrevocably as soon as the query arrives. A
comparison. The detailed algorithm is given in Alg. 1. For
sketch diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
datablock Di , if its consumed proportion of privacy budget
Problem (5) is intrinsically hard to solve when datablocks
does not exceed a constant z0 , we let it take any query it
and queries arrive continuously. From a query perspective,
can take; otherwise, the data-query significance is calculated
it should take advantage of the datablock in the pool with
to compare with T (zi ) which we will elaborate on later. The
top data-query significance. However, it may not be the
query is only assigned the datablock if it passes the check.
datablock’s best interest to serve the query, as it can wait until
Algorithm 1: Filtering by Threshold
queries with higher data-query significance arrive.
Input: Data block Di with privacy budget gi and
Relation with multiple knapsack problem: Problem (5)
consumed budget proportion zi ∈ [0, 1]; Query Qj
resembles a multiple knapsack problem, if one treats datwith privacy cost j ; Data-query significance pij
ablocks as knapsacks and queries as goods. With the privacy
between Di and Qj ; Comparison cost 0 .
budget of the datablock as the capacity of the knapsack, the
Output: Assignment xij , updated zi .
privacy cost of the query as the weight of the goods, the data1
if zi < z0 then
query significance as the value, we can think of the problem
2
xij = 1;
as one to fill up all knapsacks with the most valuable goods.

3
zi = zi + gij ;
However, our problem is quite different from the multiple
knapsack problem from the following aspects: 1) The number 4 else
of datablocks is growing so that the number of ‘knapsacks’ 5
Calculate pij ;
pij
is not fixed but increases with time. 2) A query may pick 6
if j +
+ Lap( 40 ) > T (zi ) + Lap( 20 ) and
0
several datablocks which means ‘goods’ could be placed into
j + 0 < (1 − zi )gi then
more than one ‘knapsack’. 3) The data-query significance 7
xij = 1;
 +
concerns both the datablock and the query hence the ‘goods’ 8
zi = zi + jgi 0 ;
has unique values in different ‘knapsacks.’ 4) It is unacceptable
9
else
to abandon any ‘goods’ as the platform cannot turn down any
10
xij = 0;
query. 5) Most importantly, the comparison of value-weight
11
end
ratios among multiple ‘goods’ is not free in our setting: a
12 end
privacy price has to be paid at each comparison since it is
The value of z0 , 0 and the form of T (zi ) will be given later,
privacy-leaking. Hence, our problem cannot be tackled with
as they are concerned with the privacy budget and the value
existing solutions of the multiple knapsack problem.

of CR. With Alg. 1, we will introduce our online algorithm
for privacy budgeting.
As queries coming continuously, each datablock chooses to
serve or decline it. We show that with mild assumptions, we
can provide the optimal CR among all online algorithms. The
optimality comes from the best CR for the multiple knapsack
problem [19] proved by Yao’s minimax principle [20].
We make the following two assumptions in our design of
online algorithm.

Algorithm 2: Online Budgeting
Input: Data blocks in the pool D = {D1 , D2 , ..., Di , ...}.
For datablock Di , its privacy budget is gi ,
consumed proportion of budget is zi and the
threshold function is T (zi ). Query Qj for the
corresponding model Mj has privacy cost j ,
limit of accesses cj and sum of current queried
blocks sj . Model performance validation flag
F lag. Comparison cost 0 .
Output:
Assignment {xij }.
Assumption 1. The privacy cost of a query is much smaller
1
Initialize
j = 1, zi = 0 for all Di ∈ D;
than the privacy budget of a datablock.
2 while T rue do
Assumption 2. The ratio between the data-query significance 3
if new data block Dm comes then
and the total privacy cost of a query is bounded by U and L. 4
D = D ∪ {Dm };
pij
5
zm = 0;
≤ U, ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J.
(8)
L≤

6
end
1
for Di in D do
With Assumption (2), we define z0 = 1+ln(U/L)
, and the 7
8
if zi ≥ 1 then
threshold function as

9
D = D \ {Di }; (Di is retired.)
L,
0 ≤ z ≤ z0 ,

10
end
(9)
T (z) =
11
end
 ( U e )z L ,
z0 < z ≤ 1.
L e
12
sj = 0; F lag = F alse; D̂ = D;
If the consumed proportion of the privacy budget does not 13
while sj < cj and D̂ 6= ∅ and not F lag do
exceed z0 , our algorithm takes any query for the datablock 14
Randomly choose Di in D̂, D̂ = D̂ \ {Di };
(as the threshold function value is L), which ensures even a 15
xij , zi = Filtering by Threshold(Di , gi , zi , Qj ,
query with a lower significance value would be served. As the
j , pij , 0 );
consumed budget exceeds z0 , the threshold becomes stricter 16
if xij = 1 then
with the increase of the consumed amount. Whenever a block 17
Update Mj and the validation F lag;
is chosen, the corresponding model of the query is trained on 18
sj = sj + 1;
the datablock and has its performance validated. We use F lag 19
end
to mark whether the model is accepted: the flag is set to true 20
end
only if its performance is up to par. The detailed algorithm is 21
j = j + 1;
stated in Alg. 2. Line 3 ~ 6 add the newly arrived datablock 22 end
into the pool and Line 7 ~ 11 retire the datablocks which have
run out their privacy budgets. Line 15 admits datablocks that
pass the filtering-by-threshold algorithm. The model is trained P
P
P
0
on the chosen blocks and validated until its performance is up
j∈(S∩S 0 ) pij , Wi =
j∈(S∩S 0 ) ij , Pi =
j∈(S\S 0 ) pij .
to par (with F lag = T rue). Moreover, the query is restricted For queries not picked by ALGi , their significance-privacy
to visit at most cj blocks. The model needs to send more ratios must be smaller than or equal to T (Z) so we can get:
queries once such an upper bound is met.
OP Ti (σ) ≤ Pi + T (Z)(gi − Wi ).
(10)
B. Proofs
Only queries with a ratio surpassing the threshold function
Theorem 3. Alg. 1 satisfies 0 -differential privacy.
would be satisfied. Qj fulfills the budget of Di by j which
The proof is ommited here. Interesting readers may refer to raises the consumed proportion from z to z . Hence we
i
i+1
the proof of the Above-Threshold algorithm in [4].
have:
X
X
Theorem 4. Alg. 2 has a competitive ratio of 1 + ln(U/L)
Pi ≥
T (zi )(j + 0 ) =
T (zi )(zi+1 − zi )gi
under Assumption 1, 2.
Qj ∈(S∩S 0 )
Qj ∈(S∩S 0 )
X
Proof. We first discuss the case of a single datablock and
=
T (zi )∆zi gi , P.
then extend the proof to multiple datablocks. Given a fixed
Qj ∈(S∩S 0 )
input sequence σ, we assume the datablock terminates costing
(11)
Z fraction of its privacy budget using the online algorithm.
As OP Ti (σ) ≥ ALGi (σ), we have:
We use ALGi (σ), OP Ti (σ) to respectively denote the total
significance values of queries that Di satisfies in our online OP Ti (σ)
Pi + T (Z)(gi − Wi )
P + T (Z)(gi − Wi )
≤
.
algorithm and in the optimal offline case with S and S 0 ALGi (σ) ≤
Pi + Pi0
P + Pi0
being the corresponding sets of satisfied queries. Let Pi =
(12)

By monotonicity, P ≤ T (Z)Wi . Similar to Eq. (11), Pi0 ≥
P
Qj ∈(S\S 0 ) T (zi )∆zi gi . Eq. (12) turns into:
OP Ti (σ)
T (Z)gi
≤P
ALGi (σ)
Qj ∈S T (zi )∆zi gi

(13)

According to Assumption 1, ∆zi = zi+1 − zi is a very small
amount and therefore the denominator in Eq. (13) can be
approximated by:
Z Z
X
T (zi )∆zi gi ≈ gi
T (z)dz

by reducing the budgets assigned. From queries’ view, it is
able to access lower-quality datablocks other than being turned
down. We show that by removing Assump. 1, we design a
new algorithm having the same CR: 1 + ln(U/L) with the
compromise.
U
, and calcuWe design a constant threshold T = 1+ln(U/L)
?
late the corresponding privacy cost  that query Qj should
have to be able to access datablock Di :
pij
= T,
(17)
? + 0

0

Qj ∈S

"Z
= gi

z0

Z
Ldz +

0

=

Z

z0

Ue L
( )z dz
L e

#

gi T (Z)
.
1 + ln U
L

(14)
Then we can figure out the CR for a single datablock. The
CR of our online algorithm can be obtained by summing up
all blocks:
P
OP Ti (σ)
OP T (σ)
U
= Pi
(15)
≤ 1 + ln ,
ALG(σ)
L
i ALGi (σ)
CR = max
σ

OP T (σ)
U
= 1 + ln .
ALG(σ)
L

(16)

As 1 + ln U
L is proven to be the best CR for multiple knapsack
problems [19], we can similarly prove that Alg. 2 achieves the
best CR among all online solutions under Assump. 1, 2. Proof
completes.
Adaptive Composition: Beyond basic composition, we can
also apply a tighter privacy composition bound with advanced
composition theorem. Different from the offline case, the privacy parameters j s are assumed to be adaptively chosen rather
than fixed in advance, so that Thm. 3.5 in [18] does not apply
anymore. We can adopt the adaptive composition theorem [21]
by relaxing -differential privacy to (, δ)-differential privacy.
Similarly, we replace j with adaptive privacy budget in our
algorithms. A better utility can be achieved with this tighter
composition.
C. Online Budgeting with Mixed Queries
The online budgeting algorithm is based on Assump. 1
where the privacy cost of a single query is much smaller than
the privacy budget of a datablock. We ask the question that
what performance we can guarantee when the privacy cost of
some queries is comparable with the budget, or what we refer
to as the case of ‘mixed queries.’
To the best of our knowledge, there is no constant CR for
online algorithms without Assump. 1 so far, as the proof relies
on the integration operation like Eqn. (14). We heuristically
make a compromise by letting a datablock partially satisfy
a query with a higher cost. From the datablock perspective,
a high threshold would result in a high total significance
with privacy budget constraints, but few queries passing the
threshold. We found a better tradeoff can be achieved if we
allow datablocks to serve queries with lower significance value

where 0 denotes the privacy loss by the filtering-by-threshold
algorithm. We allow Di to assign some budget to fulfill partial
request of Qj :

0
? < η · j ,
ij =
(18)
?
r
min{ , j , gi − 0 } ? ≥ η · j .
rgi is the residual budget of Di at the time of assignment.
η ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter which can be adjusted. When ? is
smaller than ηj , it indicates pij may be too small and Di
is not important to Qj at all. Hence the query should not be
picked by the datablock anyway. Otherwise, Di assigns an
amount depending on the minimum value of ? , j and the
residual budget of Di . The details are in Alg. 3.
Algorithm 3: Online Budgeting with Large Queries
Input: Datablocks in the pool D = {D1 , D2 , ..., Di , ...}.
Di maintains a remaining privacy budget rgi .
Query Qj for model Mj has privacy cost j , limit
of accesses cj and sum of current queried blocks
sj . Comparison cost 0 . Filtering parameter η.
Model performance validation flag F lag.
Output: Assignment {xij }.
r
1 Initialize j = 1; gi = gi for Di ∈ D;
2 while T rue do
3
Update datablocks as Line 3 ~ 11 in Alg. 2;
4
sj = 0; F lag = F alse; D̂ = D;
5
while sj < cj and D̂ 6= ∅ and not F lag do
6
Randomly choose Di in D̂, D̂ = D̂ \ {Di };
7
Calculate pij and ? ;
8
if ? + Lap( 40 ) ≥ η · j + Lap( 20 ) then
9
xij = 1;
10
rgi = rgi − min{? , rgi − 0 , j } − 0 ;
11
Update Mj and the validation F lag;
12
sj = sj + 1;
13
else
14
xij = 0;
15
end
16
end
17
j = j + 1;
18 end

Theorem 5. Alg. 3 has a competitive ratio of 1 + ln(U/L)
under Assumption 2.

Proof. With the new threshold, the privacy budget of each
datablock would be spent out as the time passes. Hence the
optimal offline result is bounded by Assump. 2:
OP Ti (σ) ≤ U gi .

(19)

The lower bound of our algorithm depends on the threshold
T:
U · gi
.
(20)
ALGi (σ) ≥ T · gi =
1 + ln U
L

(a) CelebA

(b) CIFAR-100

(c) HousePrice

(d) CelebA

(e) CIFAR-100

(f) HousePrice

Therefore, the CR satisfies:
P
OP Ti (σ)
OP T (σ)
U
= max P i
= 1 + ln .
σ ALG(σ)
σ
ALG
(σ)
L
i
i
(21)
Note that the CR value is equivalent to the previous one,
despite that we cannot prove it is the smallest CR in this case.
The CR still provides some worst-case performance guarantee.
Proof completes.
CR = max

VII. E XPERIMENTS AND E VALUATION
We mainly consider the following aspects in the experiments: 1) how the introduction of data-query significance
affects the model accuracy; 2) the impact of block size on
the model accuracy; 3) the gap between the offline and online
algorithm; 4) how our algorithms compare with previous
works. The experiments are done on three datasets with setup
in Table I.
TABLE I: Datasets description
Size

CelebA [22]

CIFAR-100 [23]

HousePrice [24]

202599 images

60000 images

318851 records

Synopsis 40 attritubes per im- 100 classes
age
Task

Binary classification

Model

DNN
etc.)

Metric

Testing Accuracy

22 features
record

per

Multi classification Regression

(ResNet-20, DNN (ResNet-32, ML (GBDT, etc.)
etc.)
MSE1 , MedAE2

Testing Accuracy

A. Data-Query Significance
For the two classification tasks, the data-query significance
is defined by the reduced validation loss over the training
datablock. The larger the reduction, the more important the
block is. This is a straightforward way to gauge significance as
the value depends on the training phase of the model. For the
regression task, we adopt the generation time of the datablock
as the significance value. The closer the generation time to the
prediction task, the more important the datablock.
Fig. 3(a)3(b)3(c) show how different significance values
impact model accuracy. On CelebA, we deploy three binary
classification tasks respectively for three attributes, and train
over the same amount of datablocks of different significant
1 Mean

Square Error, MSE(y, ŷ) =

1
Nsamples

PN −1
i=0

Fig. 3: (a)(b)(c) We verify the effect of data-query significance
on various datasets. (d)(e)(f) The effect of block size depends
on datasets and the privacy budget.

(yi − ŷi )2

2 Median Absolute Error, MedAE(y, ŷ) = median(|y − ŷ |, . . . , |y −
n
1
1
ŷn |)

values. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), the more significant
the training datablock is, the higher the testing accuracy
is. On CIFAR-100, we train the same model for the same
classification task over data chosen by different means: random
choices, datablocks with moderate/high significance values. As
shown in Fig. 3(b), for the same amount of training data,
those with higher significance yields higher accuracies. On
the HousePrice dataset, we deploy a task to predict the price
of 2016, and respectively train the model over the data from
2014 to 2017. Fig. 3(c) shows that training data closer to 2016
tends to produce a model with a lower error rate.
B. Effect of Block Size
To simulate the growing dataset, we divide the entire dataset
into different numbers of disjoint blocks, shuffle, and feed the
datablocks one by one to our access control engine. It naturally
raises the question that how different block sizes affect the
final model accuracy. We split the privacy budget evenly to
each data record and compose the budget of a block to insert
noise accordingly.
On CelebA and CIFAR-100, as Fig. 3(d) and 3(e) show, the
accuracy does not vary significantly with the change in the
block size, but so with the privacy budget. On the HousePrice
dataset, we observe in Fig. 3(f) that when the privacy budget

is relatively small ( = 0.16), a smaller block size (or a larger
block number) would result in a lower error rate. It may be
because with a smaller privacy budget, a larger amount of
noise is inserted, which leads to a higher level of randomness.
It is preferred to train the model for more iterations for better
accuracy.
C. Offline v.s. Online
Drawing on the experimental results in previous sections,
we carefully choose the data-query significance and the block
size to boost model performance in the following experiments.
We simulate both the offline and online algorithms and show
how our online solutions compare with the optimal one. On
CelebA and CIFAR-100 each, we have a total of 8 blocks and
12 queries. The queries are all of small costs in the online
budgeting case, and of mixed costs in the online budgeting
with large queries. We set 10 blocks and 2 queries for the
HousePrice. Apart from using metrics in Sec. I, we also use
the average Significance value to compare the algorithms’
performance, which is the direct optimization objective.
As we observe from Table II, the offline algorithm yields
the highest model utility among all cases, while our online
algorithms result in models that are reasonably good. We do
not observe obvious differences in the offline and online gaps
for both our online algorithms. Remember that the CRs are
the same for both online algorithms, indicating the worst-case
performance is approximately the same. Our experiments may
not display the worst case, but show consistent results.
TABLE II: Offline and Online Results
Small-Cost Queries
Dataset

CelebA

(Average) Acc.(%) Sig.
Offline
Online

75.3
65.1

43.4
30.7

CIFAR-100
Acc.(%) Sig.
61.0
45.0

23.1
13.5

HousePrice
MSE

MedAE

1.5×108
2.0×108

Sig.

7189.2 165.0
8437.3 145.0

Mixed-Cost Queries
Dataset

CelebA

(Average) Acc.(%) Sig.
Offline
Online

75.3
64.5

43.9
32.2

CIFAR-100
Acc.(%) Sig.
62.0
53.3

23.7
17.0

HousePrice
MSE
1.1×108
1.6×108

MedAE

Sig.

6014.7 166.5
6909.2 146.5

First, on the same amount of training data, we compare the
model performance for different methods. Since we cannot
ensure an equivalent amount of privacy costs on streaming
data, we only compare our algorithms with Sage here. On
three datasets, we respectively prepare 6, 6, and 4 queries in
total. The averaged query (model) performance is reported in
Table III, where we found our algorithm outperforms Sage by
a large margin in all cases.
TABLE III: Model Performance Using Same Amount of Data
Small-Cost Queries
Dataset
(Average)

CelebA
Acc.(%)

CIFAR-100
Acc.(%)

Our Alg.
Sage

72.8
47.5

61.8
39.0

Dataset
(Average)

CelebA
Acc.(%)

CIFAR-100
Acc.(%)

Our Alg.
Sage

76.5
31.5

61.3
37.5

HousePrice
MSE
MedAE
1.8×108
2.5×108

7657.3
9684.6

Mixed-Cost Queries
HousePrice
MSE
MedAE
2.4×108
3.6×108

9477.0
11689.9

Next, we investigate the amount of data that queries would
require to pass the validation phase. A query passes the
validation only if the model accuracy/error surpasses/drops
below a presetted value. Five queries with distinctive models
and tasks are adopted for each of the three datasets. On CelebA
and CIFAR-100, we choose datablocks from a pool of 12
blocks with each consisting of 5000 images. On HousePrice,
we choose datablocks from a pool of 20 blocks with each
block containing 2000 records. We count the total number of
blocks used until passing the validation phase and summarize
the accumulated results in Table IV. Our algorithms require
the least amount of datablocks, followed by Sage, and then
the Streaming method. This shows the strength of our method
in saving the privacy budget for better utility. Streaming
method consumes the most datablocks since its data cannot be
repeatedly used and hence the privacy budget quickly drains
out. The consumption of Sage is in between, which shows the
advantage of reusing datablocks and a lack of awareness on
where the privacy budget is spent.
TABLE IV: Accumulated Number of Blocks Used

D. Comparison with Other Works
We compare our design with two private datablock distribution methods in previous works:
• Streaming [9]: Data comes and goes in a stream. Each
datablock can only be used once. Queries choose datablocks in a random way.
• Sage [8]: Datablocks can be repeatedly accessed until
their privacy budget runs out. Queries choose datablocks
in a random way.
Again, we simulate the situations where queries are of small
costs, and queries of mixed costs, for all the methods in
comparison. We conduct three sets of experiments.

Small-Cost Queries
Dataset

CelebA

CIFAR-100

HousePrice

Model

¬  ® ¯ °

¶ · ¸ ¹ º

À Á Â Ã Ä

1
2
2

3
5
5

Our Alg. 1
Sage
3
Streaming 3

3
4
5

3 4 5
5 6 7
7 10 12

2
4
4

3
5
7

4 5
5 6
9 11

4 4 6 10
8 10 14 15
9 13 15 19

Mixed-Cost Queries
Dataset

CelebA

CIFAR-100

HousePrice

Model

¬  ® ¯ °

¶ · ¸ ¹ º

À Á Â Ã Ä

1
3
2

3
5
5

Our Alg. 2
Sage
3
Streaming 3

3
4
5

4 5 5
5 7 8
7 10 12

3
5
4

4
5
7

4 6
6 7
9 11

4 4 8 10
7 7 12 14
8 10 13 19

Finally, we test the three methods for the number of queries
served on the same amount of data, or equivalently, the same
privacy budget. We design a fixed sequence of incoming
queries to see how many queries are served until the privacy
budget is spent out. The results in Table V show that our
method is most efficient by serving the most number of queries
with the same privacy budget, followed by Sage. Streaming
yields the lowest data utility among all.
TABLE V: Queries Served with Same Amount of Data
Small-Cost Queries
Dataset
Data

CelebA

CIFAR-100

HousePrice

Amount(×104 )

2

4

6

1.5

3

4.5

2

3

4

Our Alg.
Sage
Streaming

19
11
1

33
20
2

41
27
4

20
13
1

31
20
2

39
29
3

8
7
1

14
12
3

19
16
4

Mixed-Cost Queries
Dataset

CelebA

CIFAR-100

HousePrice

Data Amount(×104 )

2

4

6

1.5

3

4.5

2

3

4

Our Alg.
Sage
Streaming

13
4
1

20
7
2

33
11
4

11
4
1

15
7
2

22
10
3

9
7
2

15
12
3

20
15
5

From the above experiments, we verify that our algorithm
yields the highest model utility by assigning datablocks to
queries under the constraint of the privacy budget.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a differentially-private access
control mechanism on the ML platform. Instead of accounting
privacy loss in a posterior way, we carefully do privacy
budgeting by assigning datablocks to queries that yield the
highest utility. An offline, two online solutions are given under
different assumptions. Experimental results support that our
algorithms are most effective in serving queries under the same
privacy budget.
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